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1. INTRODUCTION 

The purpose of this document is to provide a guide how to: 

1. Draw Mho characteristics using excel file as a tool for a chosen SIR and Voltage polarising setting 

2. Draw Quad characteristics 

3. Check the correct operation and accuracy of the distance zones.  

This document has to be used in conjunction with the attached excel tool and *.occ files – for Omicron 
users only.  

2. DRAWING CHARACTERISTICS 

P443 provides both, Mho and Quad characteristics that could be set independently. This guide is based 
on the default P443 settings (Simple mode) and PSL but could be easily applied to any customer 
specific settings.  

2.1. MHO CHARACTERISTICS 

To draw Mho characteristics, the attached Draw_Mho.xlsDraw_Mho.xlsDraw_Mho.xlsDraw_Mho.xls file needs to be used. The tool simply mimics 
the P443 Mho characteristic expansion under given test conditions and settings. P443 has a user 
settable polarising voltage as a mix of self-polarising voltage and clean memory stored pre-fault 
voltage, where the proportion of memory stored voltage in total polarising voltage could be set 
between 20% and 500%. Therefore, the Mho expansion will be governed by the voltage memory 
setting, the greater the percentage of memory stored voltage, the greater would be Mho characteristic 
expansion. The Mho expansion is define by the following formula: 

Mho exp=[Polarising setting/( Polarising setting + 1)] x Zs 

Where: 

Polarising setting is user settable, from 20% to 500% of self polarising voltage 

1 is a fix self-polarising voltage proportion in total polarising voltage 

Zs is a source impedance 

 

In order to draw the same Mho characteristic as P443 would do under real fault condition in networks, 
Zs source impedance has to be included. The line impedance in the P443 default settings file is 
10Ω∠70° secondary (for In=1A). For the drawing example, the assumption is made that the source 
impedance is Zs=10Ω∠89 Ω, thus making the system impedance ratio SIR=1. The implementation of 
the source impedance (‘Constant source impedance’ in Omicron Advance Distance program) would 
also restrict the fault currents and reduce the need for current amplifier for most shots.  

Here is the snap shot from excel program with explanations of how to use it for drawing Mho 
characteristic.  

2.1.1. Data to be entered in excel worksheet: 

 

The following parameters needs to be entered in ‘Enter & read out’ sheet: 
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2.1.1.1. Zone reach and angle:  

The example above shows the default Z1 reach of 8Ω at 70 deg. Note that to draw Mho characteristic 
for each zone, the associated zone reach needs to be entered.  

2.1.1.2. Source impedance and angle: 

As discussed above with a note that the change of source impedance will cause a significant change in 
expanded Mho characteristics for any zone. The source impedance is assumed to be inductive, hence 
the source impedance angle is set to 89 deg.  

2.1.1.3. Mem/Self ratio: 

Defines the polarising voltage. The P443 default setting of 1 (=100%) of memory stored voltage is 
entered. That means that the total polarising voltage will be made up of two in magnitude equal 
voltages: self and memory. Therefore, an in accordance to the above formula, Mho will expand for 5Ω 
(=½ of Zs) at 89deg from origin. 

2.1.1.4. Offset (%): 

This setting is only applicable to Z3, the only zone that can be set as reverse offset zone. The default 
setting is 10% of line impedance (=10Ω), which gives offset of -1Ω at –110 deg from origin. It should 
be noted that if Z3 offset is disabled, Z3 will expand the same way as any other forward looking zone 
(Z1, Z2 and forward set Zp).  

After entering the above data, the Mho graph will be automatically updated for each zone in the excel 
sheet, as presented in Figure 1 and 2 for Z1 and Z3 as example.  

Fig 1: Mho Characteristic for expanded Z1 
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Fig 2: Mho characteristic for reverse offset Z3 

 

Once the P443 Mho characteristics are drawn, it is convenient to test them, but the test kit that is used 
for testing has to include the SAME specified Zs magnitude and angle as in excel file and also a pre-
fault condition that will allow P443 to generate voltage memory for correct operation for close up 
faults. Since the default setting is ‘3ph tripping’ it is sufficient to connect R3 to monitor relay’s 
operation.  

The remaining of this section is applicable to Omicron users and explains how to create test object and 
test Mho characteristics.  

2.1.2. Omicron Test Object: 

Mho characteristics can be easily drawn as Omicron test object. To do that, a user needs to read the 
Mho circle centre (R, X) and radius for each zone from ‘Enter & read out’ excel sheet. Here is an 
example for Z1: 

 

and offset Z3:  

 

The above values could be then entered into Omicron/Advance Distance/Parameters/Test Object/Zone 
settings/New/Z1/Edit/Add/Arc Cartesian. Here is a snap shot for Z1: 
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Fig 3 

 

Once all zones are completed, the following Test view, associated to the DEFAULT setting, will appear: 

Fig 4: 
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The assumption is that Omicron users are familiar with the Advance distance program and that further 
explanations are unnecessary apart from the remark that the reverse Z4, as in Fig 4 can not be tested 
without reversing current. Even then, it’s not obvious where the Z4 Mho exactly is, therefore it is good 
idea to draw Z4 in forward direction and reverse CT connection in  Omicron/Advance 
Distance/Parameters/Test Object from CT line to CT bus setting as per Fig 9 further below. Here is the 
snap shot of a reversed Z4: 

Fig 5: Reversed Z4 for testing purposes 

 

2.1.3. Supporting files: 

The following setting and Omicron files, based on the P443 default settings, are created and available 
on LN database: 

1. Z12P3Mho.occ 

2. Z4Mho.occ 

3. Default Mho_Z12P3.set 

4. Default Mho_Z4 

Before testing, a user must insure that the P443 has a default settings and PSL file. Note that Z5 in 
Z12P3Mho.occ file is actually a programmable Zp zone. To avid the interference of the offset portion of 
Z3 while testing the Z4, a Z3 offset for phase and ground fault is disabled and that is the only 
difference between Default Mho_Z12P3.set and Default Mho_Z4.set files.   

2.1.4. Self polarised Mho 

Should a user wish to test P443 Mho characteristic with a test equipment which doesn’t have a 
‘constant source impedance’ mode, the attached excel tool could be also used to draw self polarised 
Mho characteristics. To do that, simply set source impedance magnitude to zero. Polarising voltage 
setting will not have any effect on Mho expansion in that case. If the fault is applied by simply changing 
the magnitude of the voltage (and current), no expansion will occur and P443 characteristic will remain 
self-polarised. If, however a change of voltage magnitude is accompanied by a change in angle, the 
cross-polarising voltage will be developed and the Mho will expand but it would be very difficult to 
determine the exact Mho boundaries under those conditions. So the preferred way to test P443 Mho is 
‘Constant source impedance’ mode, as discussed above. If the method of applying shots does not 
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mimic the dynamic faults due to the restrictions in test equipment, the ‘Static Mode’ should be set in 
P443 COMMISSIONING settings before testing- please see P443 Technical Manual for further details.      

2.2. DRAWING QUADS: 

Quads are predefined and do not depend on source impedance. Figure 6 shows P443 Quads for 
default settings:  

Figure 6: P443 Quad characteristic 

 

To test Quads, the default P443 settings need to be slightly changed, the only difference is that the 
characteristic for phase and ground faults need to be set as Quad, instead of Mho.  

It should be noted that the mirrored resistance reach for any zone is always 25% of set resistive reach, 
regardless whether the resistive reach is set as ‘Proportional’ or ‘Common’. This does not apply to Z3 
when set to reverse offset, since the reverse offset setting (10% of line impedance as default) applies 
equally to both, –X and –R.   

For Omicron users, the test object could be created by altering Omicron/Advance 
Distance/Parameters/Test Object/Zone settings/New/Z1/Edit/Add/Line Cartesian as shown in Fig 7 for 
Z1: 
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Fig 7: Z1 drawing 

In order to test Z4, the same guide as for Mho characteristic above applies. Figure 8 shows Z4 being 
inverted for testing purposes. 

Fig 8: inverted Z4 

 

 

2.2.1. Resistive reach 
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P443 is calibrated in positive sequence terms, therefore when the resistive ph-G and ph-ph faults are 
applied, the resistive reach would appear at Rph/2 and RG/(1+KN) respectively, where Rph and RG 
are relay’s resistive settings - For more details refer to the P443 Application Notes. In order to make 
testing convenient for Omicron users so that the relay operates for all type of faults inside the whole 
polygon, a setting ‘Separate arc resistance’ is ticked in Omicron/Advance Distance/Parameters/Test 
Object/System Settings-see Figure 9.  

 

Fig 9:  When ‘Separate arc resistance is ticked in, the resistive reach corresponds to 

relay’s resistive reach setting  

2.2.2. Supporting files: 

The following setting and Omicron files, based on the P443 default settings, are created and available 
on LN database: 

1. Z12P3Quad.occ 

2. Z4Quad.occ 

3. Default Quad_Z12P3.set 

4. Default Quad_Z4.set 

Before testing, a user must insure that the P443 has the above default settings and the PSL file. Note 
that Z5 in Z12P3Mho.occ file represents a programmable Zp zone. Note that in both *.occ files the 
‘Separate arc resistance’ is enabled. To avid the interference of the offset portion of Z3 while testing the 
Z4, a Z3 offset for phase and ground fault is disabled and that is the only difference between Default 
Quad_Z12P3.set and Default Quad_Z4.set files.   

2.3. DIRECTIONAL LINE 

P443 uses 2 directional lines: 

1. Directional line based on delta principle (∆I and ∆V)  

2. Conventional directional line 

 

 The delta directional line has a priority and it is active as long as: 

• Delta directional is enabled in Configuration column 
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• There are sufficient ∆I and ∆V quantities being generated during the applied fault 

In cases where very strong source or very week source is simulated, there may not be sufficient ∆V and 
∆I, respectively. Equally, if ‘Constant voltage’ or ‘Constant current’ testing mode is applied, there would 
be no ∆V or ∆I, hence in both cases the relay will switch to the conventional (distance) directional line.   

The conventional directional line is fixed to –30 deg, and that is 90deg clockwise from the assumed 
‘average’ line angle of 60deg inside the s/w.  

The following should be noted: 

• It is not possible to present the directional line that is based on delta algorithm on R X plot. The ∆ 
directional decision is simply ‘&’ gated with impedance measurement before trip command is 
issued. 

• The conventional directional line, when operates, will move either down (for forward faults) or up 
(for the reverse faults) from origin for the size of source impedance Zs and will stay at –30 deg in 
reference to R axe. This is equally applicable to both, Mho and Quads. In case that there is no Mho 
expansion for any reason such as extremely strong source or during testing when the source 
impedance is neglected, the directional line will be passing through the origin at –30 deg. Figure 
10 shows Quads and conventional directional line for forward faults in relation to source 
impedance Zs.     

Figure 10: Conventional directional line for forward faults 

 

2.4. FORWARD/REVERSE DISTANCE ZONES 

Omicron Advanced Distance program uses inductive model, hence for the CT=line side setting, 
forward zone is consider to be the entire distance characteristic, either Mho or Quad, in the 1st and 
4th Quadrants. This corresponds to the positive resistance, the case of exporting the energy. The area of 
distance zones in the 2nd and 3rd quadrants is considered reverse since the resistance is negative 
(energy import).  

Therefore, it is possible to apply forward faults, using Omicron test object, at any point in the 1st and 4th 
quadrant that is inside the distance characteristic. However, there could be 3 reasons why the fault may 
not be outputted by Omicron (the correct connection and wiring is assumed): 

1. Either the level of applied currents is too high (the cross will turn into the pink circle on test object). 
Note that this is not the case for the selected default settings as no current amplifier is needed. 

2. Or the attempted fault position is predominantly capacitive so that, taking into account source 
impedance, the overall fault loop impedance becomes predominantly capacitive. For the example 
used in this document, the expansion of Mho characteristic is -5 Ohms from the origin. Bearing in 

F/W 

B/W 

Zs 
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mind that the source impedance is chosen to be 10 Ohms inductive, it is clear that the total loop 
impedance still remains predominantly inductive, hence any point on the characteristic in 4th 
quadrant could be easily tested. 

3. Or when the ‘Separate arc resistance’ is ticked in, which will cause for the fault to be seen in some 
region of 2nd quadrant and not in whole 4th quadrant. This is due to the way how the arc resistance 
compensation is done in Omicron s/w. However, a user has a choice: 

• either to tick out the ‘Separate arc resistance’ and have Forward direction in 1st and 4th quadrants 
only, but the downside would be that the resistive reach would need to be calculated as Rph/2 or 
RG/(1+KN) by a user for any applied resistive ph-ph or ph-G fault. 

• or to keep ‘Separate arc resistance’ ticked in, and not to apply unrealistic faults at negative 
resistance and accept the fact that some faults could not be applied in 4th quadrant close to –X axe. 
In any case, this is related to Omicron resistance compensation calculation, not the P443 relay. 
Note that ‘Separate arc resistance’ being ticked in is included in the attached *.occ files to ease 
resistive reach testing.       

2.5.    ACCURACY 

The accuracy is define as 5% at set points (+X, -X, +R, -R) and 10% around the whole characteristic, 
either Mho or Quad. 

 


